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Comments on the Submission Kings Clipstone Neighbourhood Plan
Ive spoken to many parish ratepayers who are quite frankly appalled at the plan to build a ‘Village Hall’ on the school
playing field
Which together with with the planned car park would occupy around 50% of the playing field ,as the field
Is the Only greenfield amenity land in the parish for families and their children to use .
NB. Apparently the land has been purchased by the Parish Council in secret and without any consent or consultation
Of the Parish payers and have taken out a loan at extremely high interest rates which is apparently using all the rate
payer annual precepts.
The field is only accessible along a single track lane which apart from the local dwellers on the areas adjacent to the
lane there is very heavy traffic of massive tractors and combine harvesters travelling up and down the lane all day and
some into the night ,it would cause absolute mayhem to say the least.
Kings Clipstone Parish Council has a very poor record of carrying out any thing to benefit the villagers ,they were
granted planning permission to build a shed on the school field permissions was given by N&S DC planning dept on
the proviso that it was used to store children’s sports and play equipment but unfortunately it never has any such
equipment stored there.
It currently stores a large tent purchased from village ratepayers funds that the exclusive use Kings Clipstone Brewery
Festival ,a private for profit company with no connection to the village at all .
The villagers have NOT received a hard copy to which funds were available within the grant for the Neighbourhood
Plan.
In conclusion the Kings Clipstone Parish Council shows little respect for the people of my village and personally think
that they do not understand the basic techniques of ‘BEST PRACTICE ‘ and as such it would be a very bad day to give
them ANY say in future planning for the village but should leave it to the highly trained planning officers of N&SDC.
Kind Regards
David Collinson
2 old barn court
Kings Clipstone
Notts ng21 9dz

